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Group
Northeast Power Coordinating Council
Guy Zito
Yes
No

Group
Bonneville Power Administration
Chris Higgins
No
BPA believes the term communications system and channel needs to be clarified as to whether the
intent is the communications system, a channel on the telecommunication channel, the teleprotection
channel, or the teleprotection function. Minimum battery maintenance interval is to assure that the
battery plant will perform as needed, and obtain a reasonable confidence that it will continue
acceptable performance until the next maintenance evaluation. Typically, any utility VLA battery
application, steady state float charge/long duration discharge, a Monthly or Quarterly maintenance is
excessive given a proper design/maintenance program (IEEE 450, 484, 485). There is a 60 year
proven history of this. BPA recognizes that there will be specific VLA battery installations that will be
required beyond this minimum. BPA recommends to roll the 4 month maintenance into the 18 month
maintenance schedule. The scientific vetted method of determining a VLA batteries current
performance, and projected performance, is a capacity test. This has been scientifically verified at
least 10 times since 1919, with consistent results. This approach is consistent with the IEEE 450, as
well as many other standards, and is supported by the industry. If an alternate approach using
measured parameters to predict current and future battery performance is to be allowed, then it must
assure the same result. Battery monitoring does enable measurements to be made automatically with
greater frequency. Additionally it provides the ability to collect, store, report, and analyze data from
the battery even during an outage. It does not mitigate the necessity to perform battery
maintenance. If battery monitoring is performed mandatory maintenance should also be required on
the monitor.
Yes
BPA requests the drafting team to provide more detailed examples of the following for both
monitoring and testing: • That addresses the multiple routes, and automated switching between the
routes, in a typical large Telecommunications Network Cloud. This applies only if testing of the ‘cloud’,
or a teleprotection channel through the ‘cloud’, is the intent of the standard. • That addresses the fact
that many older teleprotection technologies, not only used separate test inputs/outputs, but the
internal path through the equipment is unverified until the particular function is activated. I.E.: In
certain technologies, a functioning ‘guard’ signal does not have any correlation to a functioning ‘trip’
signal.
Table 1-2: Communication Systems: BPA believes that the entire section of Table 1-2 needs clarity. A
channel, channel performance criteria, & communication system all have very precise definitions in

the communications world. (Please refer to Supplemental Frequency AQ – Figure 1 – Typical
Transmission System Diagram,Telecommunications Network Cloud) When referring to the terms in
Table 1-2, if the drafting team is referring to the ‘telecommunications cloud’, this section is unclear.
BPA believes it is more clear if the drafting team is referring to the two telecommunications
equipment panels and requests documented clarification. The traditional term for this would be
teleprotection channel or teleprotection function. BPA assumes the intention was teleprotection
channel. BPA recognizes that the teleprotection equipment panels, in many modern cases, are built
into the relay. For background information, the Telecommunications Network is composed of multiple
Communication Systems (40 to 50 is not uncommon) that contain multiple thousand ( 5-6K ) pieces
of equipment. These systems and equipment are tied together with hundreds of thousands of
Communication Channels and Tributaries. Most of the Channels and Tributaires have, at least a
primary and backup (WECC Guideline: Design of Critical Communications Circuits), and some have
multiple primary’s and backups. All of these are needed to create the circuit connections, as indicated
on the diagram from one teleprotection panel to another teleprotection panel. Given the above
scenario - the confusion is possible.; As an example, for the component attribute: ‘Any unmonitored
communication system necessary for the correct operation of the protective functions, and not having
all the monitoring attributes of a category below.’ The 4 calendar month maintenance activity is to:
‘Verify that the communications system is functional’ The questions that arise are which systems, the
drop system or the transport system? The whole system, or just the part carrying the protective
signals? What about the channels interconnecting the various systems and so on? BPA suggests
clarifying : Any unmonitored teleprotection function necessary for the correct operation of the
protective functions, and not having all the monitoring attributes of a category below. The 4 calendar
month maintenance activity is to: ‘Verify that the teleprotection function is functional’ BPA believes
this is a much better approach as it identifies only that the teleprotection panels must get inputs and
outputs to the relays between them. BPA believes more clarity is still needed. A simple example of an
old tone based FSK transfer Trip System over a single point to point analog MW radio channel; the
teleprotection panel will normally transmit a guard tone in a particular spectrum over a single radio
channel to the teleprotection panel at the far end. BPA understands that one way to verify that the
teleprotection function is serviceable in a 4 month maintenance activity is if the guard signal arrives a
the opposing end, correct? BPA infers that this is efficient as entities can now monitor loss of guard
and have a continuously monitored system which will result in performing just a 12 year
maintenance. Is this correct? This raises the question of the trip function. Until the the trip function is
energized from the relay, the circuitry sending the trip by initiating a FSK in not functioning. Does this
function needs to be check in addition to the guard function? This raises the question of the MW radio
channel. BPA recognizes that the FSK trip signal travels over different spectrum in the analog MW
radio. Even if the radio will transmit a Guard FSK signal to the far end, it will not necessarily transmit
a Trip FSK signal to the far end (a common hidden failure mode in many MW system). Do entities
need to check for guard at the far end and test that a FSK Trip signal propagates through the radio
system and is received at the teleprotection panel? BPA requests clarification in the followings
scenario: Using testing inputs as opposed to operating inputs that trips and guards may be initiated
from a different set of inputs of the teleprotection panel, and monitored from a different set of
outputs on the teleprotection panel ( very common on teleprotection equipment ). The test might
work, but an actual Trip signal would not work (a common hidden failure mode on current available
equipment). If one were to say ‘good enough’ for a 4 month test (and hope any auditors agree if
there is ever a false operation). How about the 12 calendar year test? For a point to point analog MW
radio, there is only a single channel that can be tested for passage of guard and trip tones. If the
radio is redundant, which it most likely is ( WECC Guideline: Design of Critical Communications
Circuits) then this has to be done twice, once for each path. Can the drafting team clarify this
scenario? In a more typical real-world case, the circuit connection, between the two teleprotection
panels, will transverse multiple redundant communications systems. If it crosses 4 redundant systems
in the communications cloud, then there are a total of 4^2 or 16 possible communication channels,
each with different test criteria, that need to be tested. Additionally, the channels are rerouted
manually and automatically much faster than a 12 year cycle (daily is not uncommon). Do all these
combinations need to be tested? This discussion illustrates the confusion of the current wording. BPA
recommends that: If the intention is to test in the ‘cloud’ or the performance of the ‘cloud’, BPA
believes there needs to be a new standard, or set of standards created to deal with the intricacies of
the telecommunication cloud. If the intention was to test the teleprotection channel, BPA believes
additional clarity needs to be provided to address the dynamic redundancies and rerouting of the

communications system. If the intention was to test the teleprotection function BPA believes
additional clarity needs to be provided to test/monitor the functions ( inputs and outputs ) between
the teleprotection panels. Table 1-4(a): VLA Battery: 4 Months/Inspect/Electrolyte Level BPA believes
that for a properly designed and installed steady state float charge/long duration discharge type
battery plant this is not needed. The inspection at 4 Month intervals will unearth catastrophic failures
(Split cells, Severe overcharging, etc…). These types of failures can happen anytime, and need to be
designed around. Unless the battery plant is under high cyclic load, water usage can be handled in a
12/18 month maintenance cycle. Severe overcharging needs to be dealt with by design/maintenance
practices (for example: an Appropriate high voltage alarmed with an immediate call out) since 4
months is too long to wait to detect the condition. Minor overcharging will not be detectable in a 4
month interval (and one wants to very slightly overcharge a battery verse any individual cell being
undercharged, but that is a whole different technical discussion). IEEE484 specifies ventilation should
be provided for the worst-case hydrogen generation due to overcharging. Other than an inherent
manufactures defect that can happen anytime 24/7, splitting cells due to sulfation build up is a slow
know process that can be handled in a 12/18 month maintenance cycle with a good visual inspection.
Although this is in line with IEEE450, given the specific type of battery configuration in the utility
world, this is excessive. Should there be a unique battery plant design, then it is incumbent on that
utility to have appropriate shorter intervals. BPA is in support of “For unintentional grounds” and
recognizes that it does not apply to intentionally grounded battery systems ( teleprotection systems
run off of communication batteries in sites where there is no station battery { i.e.: Grand
Coulee/Lower Snake }). In general there are two types of batteries used by utilities, outside of their
control centers, which will be supplying protective systems. The vast majority is the station battery,
which is described very well in the IEEE standards: Switchgear control battery applications typically
require output current levels that vary over a relatively long period of time. The battery operates on a
float charge during steady state conditions. The battery charger powers relays, indicating lights, and
peripheral devices during normal conditions. Instantaneous operation of the circuit breaker and
switches require battery output current. Initially, this current may be relatively high for a short
duration and then reduce for an extended period of time, followed by another high operating current
demand. If the charger output is lost, these low-level currents are supplied by the battery for a
specified period. The second is a telecommunications battery supplying the teleprotection equipment (
excluding the telecommunications batteries supplying only the communication cloud ), which are
described very well in the IEEE standards: Telecommunication systems are typically of high reliability,
with a minimum uptime of 99.99% is often required. Although the batteries are sized for long
duration discharge, short duration discharges are usually the case. Excess charging capacity is often
available because of redundant charger configurations and engineered overcapacity. The reserve
battery time is usually of long duration.
Group
ACES Power Marketing Standards Collaborators
Nick Wehner
Yes
Yes
Several capitalized terms in the supplementary reference document are used inconsistently with their
definition or the reference to their definition is not clear. For example, “communications Systems” in
the second bullet in section 2.2 uses “Systems” inconsistently with its definition. The use of “sensing
Element” on page 6 is another example. We believe this is inconsistent with the definition of Element
which could be a generator, transformer, circuit breaker, bus section, etc. but does not appear to be a
Protection System Component. The “localized” definition of Component that is contained in the
standard should also be included in the reference document since it is not in the NERC Glossary. Use
of “dc Load” on page 82 is not consistent with the definition of Load. Load is an end use customer.
There are many other places in the document where there are inconsistencies with these definitions.
Thus, the document needs to be further reviewed to ensure the use of the terms is consistent with
their definitions.
-1- The data retention requirements for Requirements R2, R3, R4, and R5 are not consistent with
NERC Rules of Procedure. Section 3.1.4.2 of Appendix 4C – Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement
Program states that the compliance audit will cover the period from the day after the last compliance

audit to the end date of the current compliance audit. The data retention requirements compel the
registered entity to retain documentation for the longer of “the two most recent performances of each
distinct maintenance activity for Protection System Components, or all performances of each distinct
maintenance activity for the Protection System Component since the previous scheduled audit date”.
Given that many of the maximum maintenance intervals exceed audit periods for responsible entities,
an entity could be required to retain data previous to its last audit, which is not consistent with the
Rules of Procedure. We suggest changing this such that the data only needs to be maintained since
the last audit. -2- Under the “Definitions” section, for the definition of “Protection System” it is
unclear whether the bullets constitute items that are considered to be Protection Systems, elements
that may be included within a Protection System, or elements which all must be included to constitute
a Protection System. A statement preceding the bullets that explains their relationship to the term
“Protection System” would be helpful. This clarification should at least be made within the
supplementary reference document, if it cannot be made to the actual definition. -3- Requirement R1
VSLs: It is not clear why missing three component types jumps to a Severe VSL. Missing two is a
Moderate VSL. Missing three should be a High VSL.
Group
Imperial Irrigation District (IID)
Jesus Sammy Alcaraz
No
IID does not agree with the proposed changes to the definition of Inspect using the word Examine
and suggests using Visual Examination instead.
No

Individual
Michelle D'Antuono
Ingleside Cogeneration LP
Yes
Ingleside Cogeneration LP agrees that the changes described above make PRC-005-2 clearer and less
ambiguous. We believe that this will result in far fewer violations related to administrative or
documentation errors – and focus on those cases which actually may impair BES reliability.
No
Although Ingleside Cogeneration LP does not want to derail the improvements that the SDT has
obviously made to PRC-005-1, we remain concerned that expansions in scope of a BES Protection
System will automatically roll over to other standards. For example, if the loss of a low voltage
auxiliary transformer can trip a generator, its Protection System will be in-scope for PRC-005-2. It is
not a big leap in logic to assume that the auxiliary transformer itself should be a BES Element – and
subject to the whole body of CIP, MOD, IRO, and TOP standards. Our experience has been that
Compliance authorities will make these assumptions, even if that was never the intent of the SDT.
The effort to develop and maintain procedures, test results, and communications concerning every
BES Element is not trivial – and a single instance of a missed requirement may lead to fines in the
thousands of dollars. Ingleside Cogeneration is committed to take any action required to assure BES
reliability, but NERC and the project teams must have evidence of its own that it is worth the cost.
Group
Duke Energy
Greg Rowland
Yes
No
Duke Energy votes “Negative” because we strongly object to the wording in the Applicability section
4.2.1. We believe that the wording change to PRC-005-2 draft 4 after the previous Successive Ballot

but prior to the associated Recirculation Ballot expanded the reach of the standard to relaying
schemes that detect faults on the BES but which are not intended to provide protection for the BES.
The SDT’s response to our comment directs us to Section 2.3 of the Supplementary Reference And
FAQ Document which states “There should be no ambiguity: if the element is a BES element then the
Protection System protecting that element should be included within this Standard.” We agree with
that statement, but point out that Section 4.2.1 is inconsistent with that statement, and has a much
broader reach because it includes devices that detect Faults on the BES but which do NOT provide
protection for the BES. Compliance audits will be driven by the words in the standard, not the
explanations in the Supplementary Reference And FAQ Document. We would appreciate a response to
our concern that explains the reliability benefit associated with this expansion of scope, and which
specifically addresses the following Duke Energy situation: Duke Energy’s standard protection scheme
for dispersed generation at retail stations would become subject to the standard due to the changes
in section 4.2.1. These protection schemes are designed to detect faults on the BES, but do not
operate BES elements nor do they interrupt network current flow from the BES. In the most recent
draft, the relays, current transformers, potential transformers, trip paths, auxiliary relays, batteries,
and communication equipment associated with the dispersed generation protection scheme would be
subject to the requirements in PRC-005-2. Previous drafts of the standard would not have required
Duke Energy to maintain the protection system components associated with dispersed generation
schemes at retail stations in accordance to the requirements in PRC-005-2. The new wording in
section 4.2.1 would add significant O&M costs and resource constraints due to the inclusion of
protection system devices at retail stations without increasing the reliability of the BES. Duke Energy
does not believe it was the intent of the standard to include elements that did not have an impact on
the reliability of the BES. Duke Energy would prefer the following wording for Section 4.2.1:
Protection Systems that are installed for the purpose of protecting BES Elements (lines, buses,
transformers, etc.)”. FERC’s September 26, 2011 Order in Docket No. RD11-5 approved NERC’s
interpretation of PRC-005-1 R1 and R2, stating: “The interpretation clarifies that the Requirements
are “applicable to any Protection System that is installed for the purpose of detecting faults on
transmission elements (lines, buses, transformers, etc.) identified as being included in the [BES] and
trips an interrupting device that interrupts current supplied directly from the BES.” This interpretation
is consistent with the Commission’s understanding that a “transmission Protection System” is installed
for the purpose of detecting and isolating faults affecting the reliability of the bulk electric system
through the use of current interrupting devices.”
Group
Progress Energy
Jim Eckelkamp

R3 and the VSL for R3 seem to imply that an entity would not be in violation of this standard if they
exceed their PSMP intervals (including any program grace) as long as the maintenance is performed
within the maximum intervals prescribed within the tables. This interpretation was further supported
in the previous draft of the Supplemental Reference (Section 8.2.1, page 35), which stated:
“According to R3, a strictly time-based maintenance program would only be in violation if the
maximum time interval of the Tables is exceeded.” However, this statement has been removed from
the supplemental document under the latest draft revision. Would the entity be noncompliant if they
exceed their PSMP interval but not the maximum table interval? 2. Table 1-4(e): Typo. “Any
Protection System dc supply used only for tripping only….” 3. Page 51, 4th paragraph, 5th line: Typo
“thre” should be “three.”
Individual
Michael Falvo
Independent Electricity System Operator
Yes
No
The IESO continues to disagree with the VRF assigned to the new Requirements R3 and R4. R3 and

R4 ask for implementing the maintenance plan (and initiate corrective measures) whose development
and content requirements (R1 and R2) themselves have a Medium VRF. Failure to develop a
maintenance program with the attributes specified in R1, and stipulation of the maintenance intervals
or performance criteria as required in R2, will render R3/R4 not executable. Hence, we reiterate our
request to change R3’s VRF to Medium.
Individual
Jennifer Wright
San Diego Gas & Electric
Yes
TABLE 1-5: Similar to the distributed under-frequency load-shedding relays, SPS control circuitry
should only be regulated to verify the integrity of the control circuits from the relay to the lockout or
auxiliary relay that is used to trip the circuit breakers, but not to the circuit breakers themselves.
Owners of SPS control circuitry should have the option of testing these schemes using test procedures
that will confirm the control circuitry through the completed trip circuit is continuous and that the
circuit breaker will operate when required. Often times the operation of the circuit breaker is
confirmed by operation through other protection systems and the SPS function is a parallel path that
can be verified without operating the circuit breaker. This change would allow the Transmission Owner
to eliminate equipment outages required to test this scheme or the risk caused by removing the SPS
for energized testing.
No
R5/M5: M5 should add “The evidence may include but is not limited to…tracking of the unresolved
maintenance issue in accordance with the TO’s corrective maintenance process.” This alleviates the
Transmission Owner from setting up a separate corrective maintenance tracking process intended
solely for this regulation.
Individual
Dale Dunckel
Public Utility District No. 1 of Okanogan County
Yes
No
In tables 1-4 with regards to station batties. 1. DC Supply voltage. Is this reading taken off the
batteries or out of the charger? Which read needs to be documented? 2. Unintentional grounds. If the
charger has the ability to detect and alarm on unintentional grounds, do we need to manually check
this as well? 3. In the 18 month section there is a reference to Float voltage of charger. How do we
document in our procedure? Can we use SCADA? 4. In the NICAD batery section. Why can't we do
impedance testing? Why only load testing? 5. In table 1-5 there is mention of "Lockout Devices" does
this mean that 86 relays are being brought into scope? 6. In table 2 there is discussion with regard to
Alarm paths and alarm path monitoring. Table 1-5 itme 4 discusses Auxiliary Relays in the control
circuit path. Typically, Auxiliary relays in this scenario are closed contacts and open when in an
alarmed state. For example, a low SF6 alarm contacts on a breaker interrupts the trip circuit and
prevents the breaker from operating. Does this type of auxiliary relay need to be tested every 12
years? 7. For monitoring transmission PTs- Can we measure low side voltage (13kv) PTs multiplied by
the power transformer ratio to verify transmission PT accuracy? 8. Table 1-3 describes independent
"measurements continuously verified by comparison" Does separte AC measurement need to be
connected to same relay? or can it be connected to separte relay with comparison done in SCADA?
Individual
Joe Petaski
Manitoba Hydro
Yes
No

Manitoba Hydro is maintaining our negative vote based on our previously submitted comments (see
comments submitted in the comment period ending on March 28th, 2012).
Group
MRO NSRF
Will Smith
Yes
While we agree with the changes made, we believe that table 1-4 should include in the 18 calendar
month maintenance activities: 1) Setting the battery charger to equalize, and 2) Inspect battery
charger components for leakage and or damage. These additional steps would verify the ability of the
battery charger to operate as needed.
Yes

Individual
Kenneth A Goldsmith
Alliant Energy
Yes
While we agree with the changes made, we believe that Table 1-4 should include in the 18 month
maintenance activities more checks on Battery Chargers. Based on EPRI data and vendor
recommendation we believe that 1) Setting the Battery Charger to equalize, and 2) Inspect battery
charger components for leakage and/or damage should be added. These additional steps would better
verify the ability of the battery charger to operate as needed.
Yes
Section 15.4 of the FAQ document does an excellent job of describing the details of battery
maintenance and testing, but there is essentially no description of battery charger maintenance and
testing activities. We believe this section needs to be expanded to include a good description of
battery charger maintenance activities as well.
We appreciate the work done by the SDT and believe it is an excellent product.
Individual
Thad Ness
American Electric Power
No
The first column, third row of Table 1-2 should be clarified to indicate whether the bulleted items are
related by an “or” clause or an “and” clause. For example, must the communication system have
either or both of those attributes for it to be considered?
Yes
Rather than voluminous supplementary references, we suggest adding this information, as necessary,
to the standard itself. Not only would this prove beneficial by having less information housed outside
of the standard, it might also help prevent the need for future CANs and interpretation requests.
Though the guidance provided in these documents may appear to be beneficial, we are troubled that
the SDT feels it is necessary to provide such a volume of material outside the standard itself, and yet
still consider such “references” as enforceable.
As stated in our previous comments for R3, Table 1-5 notes a “mitigating device” as part of
component attributes. The meaning of this phrase is open to interpretation and needs to be clearly
defined. Is it a discrete device? A protection scheme? Either? The team’s response, by stating its
intentions regarding this phrase, actually illustrates the need to provide clarity for this term within the
standard. As stated previously, under the time-based maintenance method and R3, the Entity will be
required to utilize the minimum maintenance activities and maximum maintenance intervals
prescribed within Tables 1-1 through 1-5, Table 2, and Table 3. Special Protection Systems, by their
nature, may physically include components that are not listed in the NERC definition of Protection
System and therefore are not included in the tables of PRC-005-2. The standard, as currently drafted,
does not clearly provide a means for an Entity with a Special Protection System to establish both

minimum maintenance activities and maximum maintenance intervals for components that have been
declared by their Region as part of a Special Protection System but that are *not* included in the
NERC definition of Protection System. For example, consider a Special Protection System that is
comprised of the following elements: Generating Unit Distributed Control System (DCS) - Qty 1
Protective Relays - Qty 4 - Provide digital inputs to DCS Boiler Pressure Transmitters - Qty 2 - Provide
analog inputs to DCS For a predetermined set of system events, the protective relays operate,
indicating to the DCS that the event has occurred. If the pressure transmitters indicate that the boiler
pressure exceeds a predefined threshold, the DCS responds by adjusting the analog output signals to
the turbine valves. For compliance with the existing version of PRC-017-0, the owner of the above
system has written a Maintenance and Testing Program that thoroughly tests the protective relays,
DCS logic and analog inputs and outputs. However, under PRC-005-2, the owner of the system would
not be able to use the proposed performance based method because the system does not have the
required Segment population of 60 components. This leaves the owner no other option than the time
based method. However, only the protective relays meet the NERC definition of Protection System
and they are the only elements of this hypothetical SPS described in Tables 1-1 through 1-5. The
existing PRC-005-2 draft does not contain time based activities that would be applicable to the DCS
logic, analog inputs and analog outputs. Therefore, whereas the existing NERC standards demand the
testing of these devices, NERC standards would no longer require their testing upon the
implementation of PRC-005-2.
Group
Southwest Power Pool NERC Reliability Standards Development Team
Jonathan Hayes
Yes
No
N/A
Individual
Ed Davis
Entergy Services

Entergy provides the following comments to achieve consistency in the written standards: • Numbers
indicating measurable quantities should be numbers: 95%, 5%, etc. and not spelled out. • Words
indicating a specific document or entity should be capitalized: this Standard • Words indicating
generic devices should not be capitalized: components, faults, monitors, misoperation • If two words
go together with a singular meaning they should both be either capitalized or not: Communication
Systems
Group
Nebraska Public Power District
Cole Brodine
Yes
No
We recommend removing requirement 5. This is adding the requirement for a corrective action
program to the standard. Performance metrics should be utilized to measure if a registered entity is
correcting maintenance deficiencies in a timely manner. Examples of performance metrics include: • A
Countable event has already been defined in the definition of terms, which would cover the need to
replace equipment. • The quantity and causes of Misoperations are a direct correlation to good or
poor maintenance practices and corrective actions by a utility. • TADS records events which are
initiated by failed protection system equipment and would identify utilities with poor corrective action
processes. Can you show us a study or references justifying why records need to be kept for longer

than the end of the current audit period. We are concerned that the complexities and costs of tracking
and maintaining records, along with the corresponding maintenance program and PRC-005 revision
that old tests would fall under will be an undue cost to small utilities. We suggest requiring entities to
retain the last maintenance record or any records created during the current audit period. The
comment from the previous consideration of comments, “The SDT believes that Protection Systems
that trip (or can trip) the BES should be included” seems to include any device that can affect the
BES. This sets a precedence to include any device that can trigger trip coils into the maintenance
system. These devices are meant to protect equipment and not the BES. Based on the IEEE device
numbers, please indicate which devices are part of the BES protection system and should be included
in a maintenance program. Why do functional trip checks need to be done on any interval if checks
are done upon commissioning, maintenance and modification? We suggest eliminating any interval
and making the requirement to check upon commissioning, maintenance and modification. Comments
on SAR for 2007-17 Very few reclosing relays protect the BES. Most reclosing relays actually would
have a negative impact on the reliability of the bulk electric system . It is imperative that the SDT
clearly define what types of reclosing relays are referred to here, and if it pertains to ANY reclosing
relay that can affect the BES. There is a difference between components designed to protect the BES
and components which can affect the BES. For R5 if the maintenance interval is 6 years does the
maintenance issue become an “unresovled” item immediatley or does the next maintenance interval 6
years later need to be reached before it takes on an unresoved status to be auditable under R5?
Comments: Suggest for monitored microprocessor relays in Table 1-1 and 3 to change wording to
verify “settings are as specified that are essential to the proper functioning of the protection system”.
Many settings are not essential. A key concern is will the reliability of the bulk electric system be
affected negatively due to increased risk from human element initiated events as a result of the more
frequent functional trip checks that will be required. I suggest there be consideration that the interval
for functional tests be moved to the minimum frequency of 12 years to minimize this unknown but
present risk.
Individual
Anthony Jablonski
ReliabilityFirst
No
ReliabilityFirst offers the following comments related to the bullet points in Question 1: a. Bullet 1 Agree with definition revisions b. Bullet 2 - Agree with clause 4.2.5.4 c. Bullet 3 - Disagree with
revised Table 1-2 “Component Type - Communications Systems.” The revision increased the
maximum time for unmonitored systems to 12 years. However, communication failures correspond to
one of the top three causes of Misoperations. The revised last row of the Table 1-2 still permits
continuous monitoring to be substituted for testing. It is not clear that the available monitoring can
actually identify the health of many of the components that can fail in a power line carrier
communication system. RFC believes more research is needed to substantiate the 12 calendar year
maintenance interval for unmonitored communications systems. d. Bullet 4 - Disagree with revised
tables 1-4a, 1-4b, 1-4c, 1-4d, and 1-4f “Component Type - Protection System Station dc Supply….”
The changes appear to largely ignore the recommendations of the IEEE Stationary Battery
Committee.
ReliabilityFirst offers the following comments for considerations: 1. General Comment a.
ReliabilityFirst believes not only should there be testing required for individual components (as
required Protection System Maintenance Program), ReliabilityFirst believes that the entire Protection
System (consisting of all Protective relays, communications systems, Voltage and current sensing
devices, etc.) should be tested as a whole. Individually each component may test successfully but
while tested as a complete Protection System (through interaction between all the interdependent
components), deficiencies in settings along with logic and wiring errors could be discovered. 2.
Requirement R5 a. ReliabilityFirst believes the language in Requirement R5 (“…shall demonstrate
efforts to correct…”) is subjective and non-measurable. It will be difficult in determining what amount
of “demonstration” an entity will need to provide in order to be compliant along with lack of
timeframe in which the correction needs to be completed. While RFC understands it is hard to
prescribe a specific timeframe/deadline (it can depend on various number of supply, process and
management problems), RFC believes at a minimum, the applicable entity should be required to
develop a Corrective Action Plan to address the Unresolved Maintenance Issue. ReliabilityFirst offers

the following modification for consideration: “Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and
Distribution Provider shall put in place a corrective action plan to remedy all identified Unresolved
Maintenance Issues.”
Individual
Maggy Powell
Exelon Corporation and its affiliates

1. In the response to Exelon’s previous comment regarding current transformers, the SDT disagreed
that test mandated by the current Standard draft seeks to measure a signal is “provided to the
protective relay”; however, the test referenced in Table 1-3 merely confirms that the signal is sent
and not that it reached the correct protective relay. Generation sites are built in phases, and these
requirements do not ensure that the wiring of the protection system matches the prints and the intent
of the engineers who designed it. Please provide a technical explanation of how this type of test for a
CT will verify that the signal reaches the relay. 2. In the response to Exelon’s previous comment
related to the maintenance activity in Table 1-3 for PTs and CTs as they relate to electro mechanical
relays the SDT disagreed that the maintenance program should be left to the discretion of the
Generator Owner. Exelon further explained that In order to meet the required activity specified in
PRC-005-2 draft 2 Table 1-3, the generating unit would be required to take readings with meters
while the unit is operating. This practice introduces a risk of tripping the unit inadvertently. The risk of
tripping the unit while performing this maintenance activity is contrary to the intended purpose of
PRC-005 and introduces a potentially adverse affect on the reliability of the BES. In its response the
SDT has not provided the justification as to why performing such a high risk activity increases the
reliability of the BES and justification for testing that refutes existing manufacturers
recommendations. 3. In the last round of comments, the SDT did not specifically address Exelon’s
comments regarding the omission of “...and trips an interrupting device that interrupts current
supplied directly from the BES” from the revised applicability language in Section 4.2.1. We are
concerned that the SDT may not fully appreciate our concern. Without the qualification that comes
from the “and…” phrase above, Exelon feels that section 4.2.1 will bring reverse-looking relays on
radial transformers into scope, which are not interpreted as BES Protection Systems. By doing so, it
creates a perverse incentive to disable these protection functions, even though they provide a
reliability benefit, for the sake of limiting compliance exposure. Please offer a direct response to why
the phrase, “...and trips an interrupting device that interrupts current supplied directly from the BES”
is no longer included in 4.2.1 and clarify that non-BES relays are not considered within scope.
Comments and SDT Response from last comment period (for reference): Exelon Comment: When the
SDT changed the original PRC-005 applicability language from “...affecting the reliability of the BES...”
to the new 4.2.1 language “...that are installed for the purpose of detecting faults on BES elements
(lines, buses, transformers, etc.)”, they opted to exclude the second half of this sentence taken from
the PRC-005-1a Interpretation, which read “...and trips an interrupting device that interrupts current
supplied directly from the BES.” By doing so, the SDT failed to recognize that some Protection
Systems can be responsive to faults on the BES, but still have no effect on the reliability of the BES.
The change in 4.2.1 may unintentionally expand the scope of PRC-005. Depending on how Section
4.2.1 is interpreted, it could create a perverse incentive to disable, or not apply, reverse directional
protection on the secondary (at voltages less than 100kV) of radially connected load-serving
transformers. Such relaying typically uses available units in a multifunction device, and while not
critically necessary for fault clearing, it is applied because it adds a benefit at no incremental cost with
minimal security risk, and it will not interrupt a BES element if it operates insecurely. It also improves
reliability to connected distribution load, in the event a BES transmission line faults during abnormal
switching, by coordinating with non-directional overcurrent relays that would otherwise interrupt the
entire load. Furthermore such directional relaying would only operate after the faulted BES line is
already removed from any connection at BES voltages via its high voltage (>100kV) circuit breakers.
Viewed in an expansive way, the proposed 4.2.1 language could bring into scope these relays as well
as tripping circuits of distribution voltage circuit breakers that are normally operated in a radial
configuration. It would be reasonable for a TO to disable this relaying, rather than accept these
consequences. In the previous comment period (Sept 2011), industry raised similar concerns and to
most of the commenters, the SDT responded with the following statement:”The SDT believes that the
Applicability as stated in PRC-005-2 is correct and that it supports the reliability of the BES. The SDT

observes that the approved Interpretation addresses the term, “transmission Protection System”, and
notes that this term is not used within PRC-005-2; thus the interpretation does not apply to PRC-0052. PRC-005-2 specifically addresses “Protection Systems that are installed for the purpose of
detecting faults on BES Elements.” Please see Section 2.3 of the Supplementary Reference and FAQ
document for additional discussion.” Unfortunately, this response fails to address the concerns raised
above. Entergy previously suggested the following language for 4.2.1:”Protection Systems that are
installed for the purpose of detecting faults on BES Elements (lines, buses, transformers, etc.) and
trips an interrupting device that interrupts current supplied directly from the BES Elements.”This
language is appropriate and addresses industry concerns. We ask that the SDT adopt this language as
Section 4.2.1. SDT Response: The SDT believes that the Applicability, as stated in PRC-005-2, is
correct and supports the reliability of the BES. The SDT observes that the approved Interpretation
addresses the term, “transmission Protection System,” and notes that this term is not used within
PRC-005-2; thus, the interpretation does not apply to PRC-005-2. PRC-005-2 specifically addresses
“Protection Systems that are installed for the purpose of detecting Faults on BES Elements.” Please
see Section 2.3 of the Supplementary Reference Document for additional discussion. Thank you for
the opportunity to comment.
Individual
Eric Salsbury
Consumers Energy
Yes

We agree with the purpose in section 3 of the Standard. However, section 4.2.1 expands the scope
from "affecting the reliability of the Bulk Electric System" to "detecting Faults on BES Elements". In
our opinion, the Applicability should be limited to the stated Purpose. Expanding the scope as is done
in 4.2.1 greatly increases the number of Protection Systems covered without an increase in reliability
of the BES. We prefer the applicability as expressed in Appendix 1 of PRC-005-1b. We suggest
changing "Component Type" in R1.2 to something similar to "Segment" as defined within the
Standard. A "Component Type" limits to one of five categories, whereas a "Segment" must share
similar attributes. In item 2 of the second section of Attachment A, it is only necessary to use 5%, as
5% of a Segment (minimum of 60) is always 3 or more.
Group
PacifiCorp
Sandra Shaffer
Yes
No

Individual
Chris Searles
BAE Batteries USA
No
I agree with the basic changes, but recommend that a slight modification be made to Tables 1-4(a)
and 1-4(b). In the box defining the 18 calendar Months or 6 Calendar Years, the portion in
parentheses (e.g. internal ohmic values or float current) should be changed to (e.g. internal ohmic
values or float current in concert with other accepted measurements).
Yes
1. On page 21 of 97,Question 7.1, "Please provide an example of the unmonitored versus other levels
of monitoring available," "Every six calendar years, perform/verify the following: Battery performance
test (if ohmic tests are not opted)" - add after ohmic tests "or other accepted battery measurement
parameters." 2. pg 22 of 97, Example 2 "Every 18 calendar months": Add the same verbiage so that
the first bullet reads: "Battery ohmic values or other accepted battery measurement parameters to

station battery baseline . . ." 3. pg 23 of 97, Example 3 "Every 18 calendar months": Add the same
verbiage so that the first bullet reads: "Battery ohmic values or other accepted battery measurement
parameters to station battery baseline . . ." 4. pg 23 of 97, Example 3 "Every six calendar years": Add
the same verbiage so that the first bullet reads: "(if internal ohmic test or other accepted battery
measurement parameters to station battery baseline are not opted)" 5. pg 27 of 97, Question 8.1.2,
item #4: Change the last sentence to read: "However, the methods prescribed in these
recommendations cannot be specifically required because they are offered as best practice guidelines
and not set as standards." 6. pg 71 of 97, Question 15.4.1, Frequently asked Questions: "How is a
baseline established for cell/unit internal ohmic measurements?" 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence,
replace the word "consistent test equipment" with "the same type of test equipment." In addition,
should add a final sentence at the end of this paragraph that states,"Also, in many cases, one
manufacturer's 'conductance' test may not produce the same measurement results as another
'conductance' test manufacuter's equipment. Therefore, for meaningful results to an established
baseline, the same instrument should always be used." 7. Page 73 of 97, Question 15.4.1, Frequently
asked questions: "What conditinos should be inspected for visible battery cells?" Approximately in the
7th line modify the sentence to read . . .abnomral color(which is an indicator of sulfation or possible
copper contamination) . . . 8. Page 75 of 97, Question 15.4.1, Frequently asked questions:"How do I
verify the battery string can perform as manufactured?" 2nd paragraph that reads "Whichever
parameter is evalutated . . ." should be revised to say "Whatever parameters are used to evaluate the
battery (ohmic measurements, float current, float voltages, specific gravity, performance test, or
combination thereof), the goal is to determine . . . 9. Page 75 of 97, Question 15.4.1, Frequently
asked questions:"How do I verify the battery string can perform as manufactured?" 5th paragraph
starts, "A detailed understanding of the characteristic of a battery is also attempting to use float
current as a measure of the abitlity of a battery . . . and ends with "to see if a trending process is
reommended for determining aging of these products." The Stationary Battery Task Force
recommends deleting this whole paragraph due to inaccuracies or statements that are not relevant. If
a paragraph that alludes to float current is considered critically essential, then a short paragraph
could be substituted which might say," Float current along with other measureable parameters can be
used in lieu of or in concert with ohmic measurement testing to measure the ability of a battery to
perform as manufactured. The key to using any of these measurement devices is to establish a
trending line against baseline so that a documented process establishes the validity of the judgement
used to determine that the battery may perform or not perform as manufactured." 10. Page 81 of 97,
Question 15.4.1, Frequently asked questions: "Why does it appear that there are two maintenance
activities in Table 1-4(b) for VRLA batteries . . . .?" 3rd paragraph: "A comparison and trending
against the baseline new battery ohmic reading can be used in lieu of capacity tests to determine
remaining battery life. Remaining battery life is analogous to stating that the battery is still able to
'perform as manufactured.'" This might better be restated as follows: "Trending against the baseline
of VRLA cells in a battery string is essential to determine approximate state of health of the battery.
For example, using ohmic measurement testing as the mechanism for measuring the battery cells,
then, if all the cells in the string show to be in a consistent trend line and that trend line has not risen
above say a 25-30% deviation over baseline, then a judgement can be made that the battery is still
in a reasonably good state of health. This judgement can assume that the battery is still able to
'perform as manufactured.' It would be wise to confirm the accepted deviation range with the
manufacuter of the battery in question to assure good judgement in deciding on the state of health to
perform as manufactured.' This is the intent of the "perform as manufactured six-month test' at Row
4 on Table 1-4(b)." 11. Page 81 of 97, Question 15.4.1, Frequently asked questions: [same as Item
#10 above], following paragraph: Recommend using a range of 25-30% with the statement that "It
would be wise to confirm the accepted deviation range with the manufacuter of the battery in
question to assure good judgement' in deciding on the state of health to perform as manufactured.
This revision is a major improvement over the previous draft. Hopefully, the comments above are
seen in the light of ensuring basic accuracy of the revised statements. They are not intended to
materially change the intent of the position agreed upon at the last drafting team meeting.
Group
FirstEnergy
Sam Ciccone
Yes

Yes
FirstEnergy supports the standard and thanks the drafting team for all their hard work.
Individual
Kevin Luke
Georgia Transmission Corporation
Yes
Yes
Recommend adding further comments on data retention. We prefer the interpretation for the
maintenance cycles equaling 12 calendar years, example microprocessor protective relays. This
proves the extreme of data retention. We interpret the retention period to be 24 years. Previous test
record to current test record equals 12 years, and 12 more years (next maintenance cycle) before
removing previous records from storage (24 years).
We cast our ballot as an affirmative vote and agree with the nature of the standard. We raise
concerns on the measures that are very prescriptive on documentation. We prefer a standard based
on the program and measures that track the application and performance of the groups program.
Maintaining the documentation for individual elements becomes a group’s prime directive along with
maintaining the equipment; this develops a process more controlled by documentation than results.
This also adds a level of complexity for data retention, the drafting team tried to resolve by reducing
the load of data. We contend the retention levels to be extreme considering some of the 12 calendar
year cycles, interpret the data for compliance to be 24 years. One cannot remove previous documents
until new maintenance performed 12 years after the current recorded date. We recommend reducing
the data retention to list or check sheets and not the extreme of each individual component. Another
important factor in managing the data is the capability of retrieval after 12 or 24 years. Some
systems and formats are not available for 12 or 24 years and add a burden on companies to maintain
legacy systems or convert massive amounts of data.
Individual
Brad Harris
CenterPoint Energy
Yes
No

Group
Dominion
Mike Garton
Yes
Yes
The term ‘Underfrequency' is capitalized in the Supplementary Reference document yet it is not
included in NERC’s Glossary of terms. We suggest a return to lower case. In fact, given this document
is meant to be used for reference only, we question the need to capitalize any term.
On the Redline version of the standard, page 11 Version History; Version 2 Action, should PRC-005-1a
be listed as PRC-005-1b and PRC-017 listed as PRC-017-0. Additionally, it does not appear that the
Version History has captured a complete record of all revisions to this standard.
Individual
Steven Wallace
Seminole Electric Cooperative, Inc
Yes

No
The SDT has provided ONE Protection System Component with two differing maintenance periods, the
lockout (86) device. Six years is used for the lockout operation and twelve years is used for contact
testing of the lockouts. Earlier the SDT had a similar arrangement with microprocessor relays, the
microprocessor relay would be tested on a twelve year cycle but the microprocessor's electromechanical trip outputs were to be tested on a six year cycle. The SDT then made a decision that the
single microprocessor asset would have a common testing cycle of twelve years, reasonably
considering it a single asset with a single maintenance cycle of 12 years. To eliminate confusion with
lockout relays, it is recommended that a similar decision be made by the SDT to make a single
lockout relay asset have a common maintenance cycle of twelve years. The lockout relay twelve year
cycle would include both the lockout operational test and the lockout relay tripping contact tests. This
twelve year cycle would also be in direct maintenance alignment with other microprocessor relays and
auxiliary relay testing cycles. In addition, the sudden pressure relays and their integral control circuit,
should either be included or excluded. This is a compliance trap and will lead to many findings of noncompliance, based on sudden pressure relays not being included in many prior versions and currently
not included in this version, except for their DC control circuit.
Group
Seattle City Light Operations
Pawel Krupa

SCL supports the position of WECC PNGC with regard to the position paper VRF/VSL recommendation.
Specifically it is the contention of PMGC and members that small entities with maybe 2 or 3
components within a Component Type that sustain a violation will unnecessarily be subjected to a
“severe” or “high” VSL assignment due to the % based parameter. We feel the SDT did not
adequately address our concerns during the last ballot/comment period. While this is a non-issue for
larger entities with hundreds or thousands of individual components, we believe this exposes smaller
entities to unnecessary compliance risk. 1. The PNGC Comment Group takes issue with the associated
VSLs for R3. For a small entity using a time based maintenance program, even one missed interval
could be enough to elevate them to a high VSL despite the limited impact on the Bulk Electric System.
Consider an entity with 9 total components within a specific Protection System Component Type. One
violation would mean an 11% violation rate, enough to catapult them into a High VSL. Given NERC
Guidance (following), this seems to be a contradiction given the language of “…more than one” [NERC
Guidance on VSL assignment: i. LOWER: Missing a minor element (or a small percentage) of the
required performance. ii. MODERATE: Missing at least one significant element (or a moderate
percentage) of the required performance. iii. HIGH: Missing more than one significant element (or is
missing a high percentage) of the required performance or is missing a single vital component. iv.
SEVERE: Missing most or all of the significant elements (or a significant percentage) of the required
performance.] Thus we support the WECC PNGC suggestion to change the language for “Lower VSL”
for R3 to: 'For Responsible Entities with more than a total of 20 Components within a specific
Protection System Component Type in Requirement R3, 5% or fewer have not been maintained…' OR
'For Responsible Entities with a total of 20 or fewer Components within a specific Protection System
Component Type, 2 or fewer Components in Requirement R3 have not been maintained…'
Individual
Kirit Shah
Ameren
Yes
We believe that the SDT has improved the definitions with these changes and we fully support them.
In addition, we also support the Table 1-2 Communication Systems changes based on our experience,
and the Station dc Supply changes in the five Tables 1-4a, 1-4b, 1-4c, 1-4d, and 1-4f because they
are realistic and consistent with our experience.
Yes
(1) Capitalizing in some cases is inappropriate (e.g., Systems; Glossary defines System as ‘A
combination of generation, transmission, and distribution components.’ So ‘communication System’

incorrectly capitalizes ‘system'). (2) Page 15, we disagree with retention of maintenance records for
replaced equipment as this can cause confusion. We believe that at the most the last maintenance
date could be retained to prove interval between it and the test date of the replacement equipment
that provides like-kind protection. (3) We request the SDT to provide a few examples of ‘non-batterybased dc supply’. The SDT has previously responded that this does not include ‘capacitor trip devices’.
Does the SDT mean to include M-G sets, flywheels, and / or rectifiers? Also, Emerging Technologies
on page 73 is vague please clarify.
(1) Remove Table 1-4 batteries from the Countable Event definition. (2) Please change Table 1-4(d)
title to “Component Type – Protection System Non Battery Based Station dc Supply” [delete: Using
Non Battery Based Energy Storage] to be consistent with the definition. (3) R3 & R4: Change VRF to
“Medium” for the following reasons: (a) Guideline (3) - Consistency among Reliability Standards is not
satisfied. The VRF_Standards_Applicability_Matrix_2012-03-01 clearly shows that comparable
requirements in the standards that PRC-005-2 replaces are Medium or Lower, specifically PRC-005-1b
R2 VRF is Lower, PRC-008-0 R2 VRF is Medium, PRC-011-0 R2 VRF is Lower, and PRC-017-0 R2 VRF
is Lower. (b) The High Risk Requirement is not met. We are not aware that lack of Protection System
maintenance alone has directly caused or contributed to bulk electric system instability, separation, or
a cascading sequence of failures. (c) Guideline (4) Consistency with NERC’s Definition of the Violation
Risk Factor Level is not met. Many entities do not presently perform several of the proposed minimum
maintenance activities, and/or perform maintenance activities at greater than the PRC-005-2
maximum interval. Yet BES system instability, separation, or cascading sequence of failure events
continues to be extremely rare. (4) Measure M3 on page 6 should only apply to 99.5% of the
components. We strongly advocate the SDT to revise and state: “Each … shall have evidence that it
has implemented the Protection System Maintenance Program for 99.5% of its components and
initiated….” We believe l that PRC-005-2 unrealistically mandates perfection without providing
technical justification. A basic premise of engineering is to allow for reasonable tolerances, even Six
Sigma allows for defects. Requiring perfection may well harm reliability by distracting valuable
resources from higher priority duties concerning the Protection System. Note that we are not
suggesting for the VSL to be changed. Our proposed reasonable tolerance sets an appropriate level of
performance expectation. We disagree with the notion that this is “non-performance”.
Individual
Laurie Williams
Public Service Company of New Mexico
Yes
1. PNM seeks clarification on the revised Clause 4.2.5.4 of the Applicability section of the standard. “Protection Systems for station service or excitation transformers connected to the generator bus of
generators which are part of the BES, that act to trip the generator either directly or via lockout or
tripping auxiliary relays.” Will Auxiliary Transformers that are directly connected to the generator bus
of generators which are part of the BES and that step down to distribution level voltage & perform
similar functions as that of station service transformer fall under this clause?
Yes
The Supplementary Reference and FAQ Document has served as a valuable resource and PNM
commends the drafting team’s efforts in writing a comprehensive document. Section 13. Self
Monitoring Capabilities and Limitations – Last but one bullet on Page 59 of the Supplementary
Reference and FAQ Document is confusing and needs possible rewording and clarification. “With this
information in hand, the user can document monitoring for some or all sections by extending the
monitoring to include…” appears confusing.
Table 1-1 Component Type – Protective Relay and Table 1-2 Component Type – Communications
Systems refer to Table 2 Alarm Paths and Monitoring for monitoring related attributes. However, the
maximum maintenance interval in rows referring to Table 2 in both Tables 1-1 and 1-2 is 12 calendar
years whereas there is a row in Table 2 that if there is an Alarm Path with monitoring (row 2 of Table
2), no periodic maintenance is required. Does this mean that even if there is an Alarm Path with
monitoring for which no periodic maintenance is required, the component type – Protective Relay or
Communications Systems will still be required to be maintained within the maximum 12 calendar
years interval? This appears to be contradictory especially since rows in Tables 1-3, 1-4(f), and 1-5
that refer to Table 2 have “no periodic maintenance specified” under maximum maintenance interval.
This also appears to be contradictory to the text provided under bullet 1 of Section 5.2 Extending

Time-Based Maintenance which states that – If continuous indication of the functional condition of the
Component is available (from relays or chargers or any self monitoring device), then the intervals
may be extended, or manual testing may be eliminated.” Rows referring to Table 2 in Tables 1-1 and
1-2 do not suggest that manual testing will be eliminated as it is requiring a 12 calendar year
maintenance time interval even if it meets the requirements under table 2 for alarm path with
monitoring. PNM recommends adding the following under Maximum Maintenance Interval to be
consistent with other tables 1-3, 1-4(f), and 1-5 – “12 calendar years OR no periodic maintenance
specified”.
Individual
Steve Alexanderson P.E.
Central Lincoln
No
Central Lincoln agrees with most of the changes except for the change from “as designed” to “as
manufactured” in the Station DC supply table. The concern is not high enough to warrant a negative
ballot, and we appreciate the difficulty the SDT has had on this issue with IEEE. The “as
manufactured” performance may be interpreted as the battery’s capacity when new and fully charged.
Of course a properly engineered system will be based on a future aged battery capacity, reduced from
the brand new capacity. We prefer “as designed,” but this might lead a CEA to ask for design
documentation an entity may have not retained. In the end, it is not the manufactured or design
capacity that matters, it is the battery’s ability to power the protection systems and trip the breakers.
We suggest “as manufactured” be changed to “as needed.”
Yes

Group
Southern Company
Antonio Grayson
Yes
Related to the changes identified in the Battery Tables: • We do not see that the change from “as
designed” to “as manufactured” really changed the meaning of the battery capability to delivery its
rated capacity. We would like the SDT to consider the following language: “verify that the station
battery can provide adequate power to the Protection System by conducting…..” • For Generating
Plant Batteries, we feel as though that the only way to prove that a generation battery can deliver
what it is supposed to be able to deliver for “All” of its functions is by conducting a capacity test”. We
would like the SDT to consider adding such a Note to the battery tables and/or make the statement in
the FAQ document.
Yes
See comment on Generating Plant Batteries in Question #1.
• We would like the SDT to consider rewording M5 as follows: The evidence may include any form of
evidence indicating an entity is demonstrating efforts to correct identified Unresolved Maintenance
Issues. Additionally: All of the examples of evidence should be moved to the Supp Ref doc and be
there only for reference. • Page numbers should be visible on all pages.
Individual
Wayne E. Johnson
EPRI
No
Table 1-4a Verify that the station battery can perform as manufactured by evaluating the measured
cell/unit internal ohmic values against the baseline values of each cell. -and- Verify that the station
battery can perform as manufactured by conducting a performance capacity test of the entire battery
bank. Table 1-4b Verify that the station battery can perform as manufactured by evaluating the
measured cell/unit internal ohmic values against the baseline values of each cell. -or- Verify that the
station battery can perform as manufactured by conducting a performance capacity test of the entire
battery bank. Table 1-4c Verify that the station battery can perform as manufactured by evaluating
the measured cell/unit internal ohmic values against the baseline values of each cell. -and- Verify that

the station battery can perform as manufactured by conducting a performance capacity test of the
entire battery bank.
Yes
Why consider the ability of the station battery to perform as manufactured? The reason the term
“perform as manufactured” was used is because there is not much data available to verify actual
sizing of the cells for their application. The only battery values for typical Protection systems that
have a verifiable basis are the battery manufacturer’s data. The only way to know when a battery
needs to be replaced is to compare measured values against manufacturer’s data or other established
values. To verify that the station battery can perform as manufactured is the process of determining
when the station battery must be replaced or when an individual cell or battery unit must be removed
or replaced. Inspections alone do not provide trending information that indicates the state of aging of
a station battery. The maintenance activities listed in Table 1-4 to “verify that a station battery can
perform as manufactured” are intended to provide information about the aging process of a station
battery. A Transmission Owner, Generator Owner or Distribution Provider can then use the
information provided by the maintenance activity to determine if testing of a station battery is
required or if timely replacement or removal of the station battery or its components (cell/unit)
should be accomplished. Capacity discharge testing is the only industry approved method of
determining the true capacity of lead acid and nickel–cadmium station batteries. The performance
capacity test of the entire battery bank listed as maintenance activities of table 1-4 provides a
mechanism for trending battery discharge characteristics based on manufacturers published data.
Trending discharge test results is the basis for determining the aging of a station battery serving a
Protection System. Based on these results, decisions concerning replacement of a battery serving a
Protection System and its components can be made by the Transmission Owner, Generator Owner or
Distribution Provider. There is a marked difference in the aging process of lead acid and nickel–
cadmium station batteries. The difference in the aging process of the two types of batteries is chiefly
due to the electrochemical process of the battery type. Aging and eventual failure of lead acid
batteries is due to expansion and corrosion of the positive grid structure, loss of positive plate active
material, and loss of capacity caused by physical changes in the active material of the positive plates.
However, the primary failure of nickel – cadmium batteries is because of the gradual linear aging of
the active materials in the plates. The electrolyte of a nickel – cadmium battery only facilitates the
chemical reaction (it functions only to transfer ions between the positive and negative plates), but is
not chemically altered during the process like the electrolyte of a lead acid battery. A lead acid battery
experiences continued corrosion of the positive plate and grid structure throughout its operational life
while a nickel – cadmium battery does not. Changes to the periodic measured properties of a lead
acid battery when trended to a baseline can provide an indication of aging of the grid structure,
positive plate deterioration, or changes in the active materials in the plate. Since aging in nickelcadmium cells is linear, periodic measured properties of nickel-cadmium cells when trended to a
baseline can provide an indication of aging of the active material in the positive plates. By trending
periodic measured properties of a station battery serving its Protection System the Transmission
Owner, Generator Owner or Distribution Provider can develop a condition based method to determine
(1) when a station battery requires a capacity test (instead of performing a capacity test on a
predetermined, prescribed interval), (2) when an individual cell or battery unit should be replaced, or
(3) based on the analysis of the trended data, if the station battery should be replaced without
performing a capacity test. There is a clear differences in the aging process of lead acid and nickel–
cadmium batteries. The measurable properties of a nickel – cadmium battery will change more
gradually than VRLA cells; therefore, periodic interval and trending to determine aging has very little
industry experience, but the user should work with the battery manufacturer to determine if internal
ohmic measurements can be applied to their product. While it has been proven that there is a
relationship between internal ohmic measurements and cell capacity of lead acid batteries, an
accurate determination of a battery’s exact capacity cannot be attained by measuring its cell’s internal
ohmic values. However, trending internal ohmic measurement of VRLA battery cells to establish a
base line is a method of trending measured properties by Transmission Owners, Generator Owners
and Distribution Providers to evaluate their station battery cells for health and aging. Evaluating
internal ohmic cell/unit measurements against the battery cell baseline values is an acceptable
Maintenance Activity listed in tables 4-1(a) and 4-1(b) 4-1(c) to verify that the station battery can
perform as manufactured as long as it is measured and trended to the baseline values at an interval
less than or equal to the published Maximum Maintenance Interval of tables. Why was the term
“manufactured” used instead of “designed” in the maintenance activities of tables 1-4(a), 1-4(b), 1-

4(c), 1-4(d) and 1-4(f)? The phrase “as designed” always raises the question of “who made the
design requirements that are being tested to or evaluated, the manufacturer of the battery or the
engineer sizing the battery? The use of the term designed when discussing a battery’s ability to
perform was incorrect because we did not differentiate between a performance test and a service
test. The phrase “meets the design requirements” is used when discussing a service test which is a
discharge test that measures a battery’s capability to meet a duty cycle which was designed by the
person sizing the battery. However, when talking about a performance capacity test, the test is a
measure of the currents or amp-hour discharge rates based on the battery manufacturer data for the
station battery being tested. The term “manufactured” used in the tables avoids the confusion caused
by the term “designed” and its application to service testing. Also, when discussing internal ohmic
measurement trending, “manufactured” applies to establishing a set of base line values when
compared to a battery of known capacity based on the manufacturer’s published data. When trending
other measurable properties that assist in establishing aging, the battery manufacturer’s data are
used as a basis for establishment of baseline values and therefore the use of “manufactured” avoids
any ambiguity that might be caused by use of the term “designed”.
Individual
Bob Thomas
Illinois Municipal Electric Agency
No
Illinois Municipal Electric Agency supports comments submitted by Florida Municipal Power Agency.
IMEA appreciates SDT efforts, and supports the overall refinements in PRC-005-2; however, the
inconsistency between 4.2.1 and the FERC-approved interpretation of PRC-005-1b needs to be
resolved to avoid confusion. This issue has implications for smaller entities in particular.
No
Illinois Municipal Electric Agency supports comments submitted by Florida Municipal Power Agency.
Group
PNGC Small Entity Comment Group
Ron Sporseen
Yes
Yes
The PNGC Small Entity Comment Group appreciates the hard work of the Standards Development
Team on this difficult and complex project. However we are disappointed with the response to our
concerns over the VSL matrix and although we believe on balance this should not be the sole reason
for voting "no", we find it difficult to re-cast a "yes" vote and will therefore vote "abstain" to maintain
the integrity of the quorum and reflect our position. Your response to our comment;"1. A smaller
entity will have less to maintain in accordance with the standard; and, thus, the percentages are still
appropriate." reflects a position that indicates are cursory and dismissive review of our concern. We
would counter that because a smaller entity has less to maintain, a solely percentage violation
measure is therefore inappropriate. We've appended our original comment below in addition to the
SDT response. PNGC Comment: 1. The PNGC Comment Group takes issue with the associated VSLs
for R3. For a small entity using a time based maintenance program, even one missed interval could
be enough to elevate them to a high VSL despite the limited impact on the Bulk Electric System.
Consider an entity with 9 total components within a specific Protection System Component Type. One
violation would mean an 11% violation rate, enough to catapult them into a High VSL. Given the
“NERC Guidance (Below), this seems to be a contradiction given the language of “…more than one”.
a. NERC Guidance on VSL assignment: i. LOWER: Missing a minor element (or a small percentage) of
the required performance ii. Modedrate: Missing at least one significant element (or a moderate
percentage) of the required performance. iii. High: Missing more than one significant element (or is
missing a high percentage) of the required performance or is missing a single vital component. iv.
Severe: Missing most or all of the significant elements (or a significant percentage) of the required

performance. We suggest changing the language for “Lower VSL” for R3 to: For Responsible Entities
with more than a total of 20 Components within a specific Protection System Component Type in
Requirement R3, 5% or fewer have not been maintained… Or For Responsible Entities with a total of
20 or fewer Components within a specific Protection System Component Type, 2 or fewer Components
in Requirement R3 have not been maintained… SDT response: 1. A smaller entity will have less to
maintain in accordance with the standard; and, thus, the percentages are still appropriate.
Group
Tennessee Valley Authority
Dave Davidson
No
No
This comment is regarding the Implementation Plan for Requirements R3 and R4, 1. (page 3 of 5) of
The Implementation Plan for Project 2007-17 Protection Systems Maintenance and Testing PRC-00502. Number 1. states: For Protection System component maintenance activities with maximum
allowable intervals of less than one (1) calendar year, as established in Tables 1-1 through 1-5: • The
entity shall be 100% compliant with PRC-005-2 on the first day of the first calendar quarter eighteen
(18) months following applicable regulatory approval, or in those jurisdictions where no regulatory
approval is required, on the first day of the first calendar quarter thirty (30) months following NERC
Board of Trustees adoption or as otherwise made effective pursuant to the laws applicable to such
ERO governmental authorities. TVA Comment: Even though TVA has already started a plan to address
this issue, it will take several years to implement automatic checkback on 541 carrier blocking sets on
the TVA system. TVA performed quarterly testing from 2000 through 2007, then after data showed
failures not attributed to signal margin, the test was changed to twice a year in 2008. TVA carrier
failure rate has not increased since the frequency was changed in January 2008 from 4 tests/year to
2 test/year. We suggest a graduated implementation plan for this effort similar to number 3 (being
compliant 30% in 24 months, 60% in 36 months, and 100% in 48 months) on Pages 3 and 4 of 5.
Individual
Travis Metcalfe
Tacoma Power
Yes
No
This is a follow-up question/comment from the previous round of balloting; please see the part in all
capitals. It is still unclear whether Section 15.3 permits periodically verifying DC voltage at the
actuating device trip terminals as an acceptable method of accomplishing the maintenance activity
identified in Table 1-5 for unmonitored control circuitry associated with protective functions IF DC
VOLTAGE IS VERIFIED AT EACH APPLICABLE SET OF ACTUATING DEVICE TRIP TERMINALS SO THAT
EVERY TRIP PATH IS ADDRESSED. It is recommended that this approach be considered acceptable,
provided that auxiliary relays are operated within the maximum maintenance interval. In Table 1-2,
does the ‘channel’ include the communication interface/driver that is part of the end device?
Individual
Jonathan Meyer
Idaho Power Company
Yes
No
No additional comments.
Individual
Stephen J. Berger

PPL Generation, LLC on behalf of its Supply NERC Registered Entities
No
See Question 3 Comments
No
See Question 3 Comments
PPL Generation, LLC thanks the SDT for there effort on this latest version of the standard and has
voted affirmatively. We offer the following comments/suggestions: 1.) PPL Generation, LLC would like
more direction on how the Tables 1-3 are to be interpreted. Under the left column “Component
Attributes,” it is not completely clear as to which situation is applicable in order to know what
“Maintenance Activity” applies. Either the table's "Component attributes" or the statement “Include
the applicable monitored Component attributes applied to each Protection System Component Type
consistent with the maintenance intervals specified in Tables 1-1 through 1-5, Table 2, and Table 3
where monitoring is used to extend the maintenance intervals beyond those specified for unmonitored
Protection System Components” could be more prescriptive on the specific component attributes to
provide entities direction as to when exactly each table is to be followed. 2.) In regards to Unresolved
Maintenance Issues, PPL Generation, LLC is concerned with the use of the word “efforts” in regards to
the use in “shall demonstrate efforts” in Requirement 5. We suggest that either a formal definition of
“effort” is provided or more clarity is added in the Requirement 5, shown below, that gives a
quantitative scale of what constitutes an effort. “Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, and
Distribution Provider shall demonstrate efforts to correct identified Unresolved Maintenance Issues.”
In its current form, “efforts” can be broadly interpreted by auditors as any number of different
required actions of an entity and could potentially lead to inconsistencies in applying the term
throughout the regions.
Group
Luminant
Brenda Hampton
Yes
Yes
The testing of non-BES breakers for plants should be discussed in the FAQ using the similar
application for Distribution Providers. Luminant recommends a section for Generation Owners that
describes what Elements (circuit breakers) should be tested. Luminant strongly believes that there is
no additional benefit to the BES by requiring the GO to test the non-BES breakers (UAT low side and
generator field breakers). These circuits are radial fed.
In addition to the revised Supplemental Reference and FAQ guide revision requested in question 2,
Luminant recommends that Table 1-5; Line 1 and 4 be revised to specifically state that only BES
elements (circuit breakers/interrupting devices) are to be tested. There is no benefit to the BES
system for testing the non-BES breakers and some locations, trip testing of the breakers would cause
a unit black-out due to unit design. Some units do not have start-up transformers. By performing
these tests, there is a risk of causing unit damage while the unit is off-line. Therefore Luminant
recommends that Table 1-5 be revised to only require BES breakers be tested for compliance
purposes. This would be consistent with the requirements covered in Table 3 for UFLS Systems.
Group
Western Area Power Administration
Brandy A. Dunn
No
The Standard Drafting Team has made changes to the battery maintenance tables 1-4 (a-f) that does
not reflect the extensive re-wording of the Supplemental Reference/FAQ document or address the
posted recommendations of IEEE Battery Task Force. The industry needs clear, concise maintenance
tasks, intervals and standards for their maintenance programs that are developed and tested by
industry experts such as IEEE and EPRI.
Yes
Western Area Power Administration is appreciative of the hard work done by the SDT and NERC. We
respectfully submit that the Supplementary Reference and FAQ Document should: 1. Offer guidance

on establishing baselines for older battery banks 2. Be in agreement with IEEE standards for battery
maintenance 3. Replace the existing CANS
Western Area Power Administration is appreciative of the hard work done by the SDT and NERC. We
respectfully submit our professional opinion that the increased relay testing required by the PRC-0052 will result in a net degradation to the reliability of the BES due to human hands disturbing working
systems. We propose that auxiliary relays be tested at commissioning and anytime the circuits are
rewired or redesigned. If there is evidence that the relay has functioned properly in its current
configuration then the best practice for insuring reliability is to leave it alone. The maintenance
interval of 6 years for lock-out relay testing is not consistent with 12 year interval of auxiliary relay
testing or control circuit testing. No justification is provided for this increased testing interval of lockout relays versus other electro-mechanical devices. These inconsistent testing intervals, within the
same protection control schemes and protective devices, will complicate the industry's Protection
System Maintenance Program and cause an increase in maintenance costs. Condition Based
Monitoring or Performance Based Monitoring are not allowed on trip coil circuits or lock-out relays.
This is inconsistent with current or future technology. Deviation from the 6 year testing interval
should be allowed, using CBM or PBM. The Standard should not present a barrier to technology
advancements or industry initiatives. The continuous, frequent testing of these devices is detrimental
to system reliability. Disagree with testing of the dc control portion of the sudden pressure device as
defined by the FAQ. We feel that this device and its wiring were deemed out of scope previously.
Individual
Andrew Z. Pusztai
American Transmission Company, LLC
Yes
Yes
ATC recommends that the SDT change the text of “Standard PRC-005-2 – Protection System
Maintenance” Table 1-5 on page 24, Row 1, Column 3 to: “Verify that a trip coil is able to operate the
circuit breaker, interrupting device, or mitigating device.” Or alternately, “Electrically operate each
interrupting device every 6 years” Basis for the change: Trip coils are designed to be energized no
longer than the breaker opening time (3-5 cycles). They are robust devices that will successfully
operate the breaker for 5,000-10,000 electrical operations. In addition, many utilities purchase
breakers with dual redundant trip coils to mitigate the possibility of a failure. It is well recognized that
the most likely source of trip coil failure is the breaker operating mechanism binding, thereby
preventing the breaker auxiliary stack from opening and keeping the trip coil energized for too long of
a time period. Therefore, trip coil failure is a function of the breaker mechanism failure. Exercising the
breakers and circuit switchers is an excellent practice to mitigate the most prevalent cause of breaker
failure. ATC would encourage language that would suggest this task be done every 2 years, not to
exceed 3 years. Exercising the interrupting devices would help eliminate mechanism binding, reducing
the chance that the trip coils are energized too long. The language, as currently written in Table 1-5
row 1, will also have the unintentional effect of changing an entities existing interrupting device
maintenance interval (essentially driving interrupting device testing to a less than 6 year cycle). ATC
continues to recommend a negative ballot since we believe that the testing of “each” trip coil will
result in the increased amount of time the BES is in a less intact system configuration. ATC hopes that
the SDT will consider these changes.
Individual
Martin Bauer
US Bureau of Reclamation
Yes
Yes
The FAQ should clarify why a the requirement for a "Summary of maintenance and testing
procedures" developed by an entity is concidered prescribing a methodology to meet those
requirements. The entity is developing the methodology for meeting the requirements that the
elements be maintained.

The reliability level for protection systems has been lowered by elimintating the requirement for entity
defined maintenance and testing procedures. Currently the draft only prescribes that the elements are
indentified as to when they will be maintained. The FAQ suggested that the PRC-005 did not have
sufficient specificity with regard to the PSMP requirement. The entity no longer must be able to
document that they were maintained in accordance with any prescribed method, jus tthat they were
maintained in accordnace within an acceptable interval. Second, the measure for R1 does not
specificy what evidence is considered acceptable. This makes the standard hard to enforce.
Group
Florida Municipal Power Agency
Frank Gaffney

The SDT is still not agreeing with the applicability as interpreted and approved by FERC PRC-005-1b
Appendix 1 that basically says that applicable Protection Systems are those that protect a BES
Element AND trip a BES Element. The interpretation states: In these two standards, use of the phrase
transmission Protection System indicates that the requirements using this phrase are applicable to
any Protection System that is installed for the purpose of detecting faults on transmission elements
(lines, buses, transformers, etc.) identified as being included in the Bulk Electric System (BES) and
trips an interrupting device that interrupts current supplied directly from the BES. The SDT continues
to ignore this FERC approved interpretation, and this omission causes us to vote Negative again. The
basic issue is that some distribution protection will be swept in with the applicability of the standard,
which states: 4.2.1 Protection Systems that are installed for the purpose of detecting Faults on BES
Elements (lines, buses, transformers, etc.) Many (most) network distribution systems that have more
than one source into a distribution network will have reverse power relays to detect faults on the BES
and trip the step-down transformer to prevent feedback from the distribution to the fault on the BES.
This is not a BES reliability issue, but more of a safety issue and distribution voltage issue. These
relays would be subject to the standard as the applicability is currently written, but, should not be and
they are currently not within the scope of PRC-005-1b Appendix 1 because the step-down transformer
(non-BES) is tripped and not a BES Element (hence, the "and" condition of the interpretation is not
met). There are many other related examples of distribution that might be networked or have
distributed generation on a distribution circuit where such reverse power relays, or overcurrent relays
with low pick-ups, are used for safety and distribution voltage control reasons and are not there for
BES Reliability. To make matters worse, for these Reverse Power relays, it is pretty much impossible
to meet PRC-023 because the intent of the relay is to make current flow unidirectional (e.g., only
towards the distribution system) without regard for the rating of the elements feeding the distribution
network. So, if these relays are swept in, and if they are on elements > 200 kV, then the entity would
not be able to meet PRC-023 as that standard is currently written. So, the SDT should have adopted
the FERC approved interpretation. We have made this recommendation several times before.
Individual
Darryl Curtis
Oncor Electric Delivery
Yes
Yes
On Page 81 of the Supplementary reference and FAQ Draft it appears that the drafting team changed
the term “designed” to “manufactured” and then used the quotation from the previous standard’s
Table 1-4(b). Oncor recommends that the two statements on page 81 of the Supplementary
Reference and FAQ – Draft be changed from the present version “…verify that the station battery can
perform as manufactured by evaluating the measured cell/unit internal ohmic values to station
battery baseline.” “Verify that the station battery can perform as manufactured by conducting a
performance, service, or modified performance capacity test of the entire battery bank.” to a new
version of the quotes based on the new version of Table 1-4(b). The new quotes should be stated as
follows: “…verify that the station battery can perform as manufactured by evaluating cell/unit
measurements indicative of battery performance (e.g. internal ohmic values or float current) against
the station battery baseline.” “Verify that the station battery can perform as manufactured by

conducting a performance or modified performance capacity test of the entire battery bank.”
On Page 89 of the Supplementary reference and FAQ Draft document on the References page
(reference #12) the correct number of the standard should read “Std 450-2010” instead of “Std 452010.”
Individual
d mason
HHWP
no comment
no comment
VSL should not be a function of "specific Protection System Component Type". VSL should look at
percentage of TOTAL Protection System Components that were not tested within scheduled test date.
Consider the entity with 400 Protection System Components, including 2 station battery systems. If
that entity completed 399 of 400 tests within schedule and missed 1 battery test, the VSL would be
high or severe. Alternatively, if the entity completed 399 of 400 tests , but the missed test was one of
200 protective relays, the VSL would be low. There is no assurance though that the missed battery
test resulted in higher risk for the BES than the missed protective relay test. As a result the
relationship between VSL and the degree of violation severity lacks predictability.
Individual
Tony Kroskey
Brazos Electric Power Cooperative
Yes
Please see the formal comments submitted by ACES Power Marketing.
Yes
Please see the formal comments submitted by ACES Power Marketing.
Please see the formal comments submitted by ACES Power Marketing.
Individual
Alice Ireland
Xcel Energy
Yes
Yes
The following paragraph from the top of page 71 in the FAQ should be retained. When internal ohmic
measurements are taken, consistent test equipment should be used to establish the baseline and
used for the future trending of the cells internal ohmic measurements because of variances in test
equipment and the type of ohmic measurement used by different manufacturer’s equipment. Keep in
mind that one manufacturer’s “Conductance” test equipment does not produce similar results as
another manufacturer’s “Impedance” test equipment, even though both manufacturers have produced
“Ohmic” test equipment. This paragraph from page 78 (second full paragraph) should be stricken or
re written. Consistency is the key when measuring and evaluating ohmic readings. Consistent testing
methods by trained personnel are essential. Moreover, it is absolutely critical that personnel use the
same make/model of test instrument every time readings are taken if the values are going to be
compared. The type of probe, the location of the reading (post, connector, etc.) and the room
temperature during the test needs to be carefully recorded when the readings are taken. For every
subsequent time the readings are taken, the same make/model of the test instrument must be used,
the same type of probes must be used, and the location of the reading must be the same. The first
paragraph explain the consistency issue and the second then removes the ability to use consistent
equipment and rather demands that identical equipment be used. This is not a feasible position as
manufacturers can and do leave the testing space and therefore the entity should be cognizant of
using the appropriate compatible test equipment but to spell out that particular make/models be
maintained is not acceptable and brushes against anti-trust complications by inhibiting new players in
this testing space.
Individual

Brett Holland
Kansas City Power & Light
Yes
No
No other comments.
Individual
William Cantor
TPI
No
See IEEE Stationary Battery Committee Letter dated 23 March 2012
Yes
Page 81...this statement is incorrect and should be changed: "A comparison and trending against the
baseline new battery ohmic reading can be used in lieu of capacity tests to determine remaining
battery life." "can be used" has to be changed to "may be used". This should refer to the other FAQ to
fully explain how to use ohmic measurements. Page 81...25% is not a universally accepted value.
This value has to be determined by experience for a particular type/model of battery. This part of the
FAQ contradicts other FAQs.
Group
Colorado Springs Utilities
Jennifer Eckels
Yes
No
Colorado Springs Utilities votes "negative" based on the document "Draft SAR for Phase 2 of Project
2007-17" under the section titled Brief Description of Proposed Standard Modifications/Actions, which
states " The Standard Drafting Team shall modify NERC Standard PRC-005-2 to add reclosing relays
to the standard. In order to do so, the definition of Protection System shall be revised to include
reclosing relays, the Facilities portion of the Applicability of the Standard shall be revised to describe
those reclosing relays that are included within the standard, and appropriate minimum maintenance
intervals (with maximum allowable intervals) shall be added to the standard. The Standard Drafting
Team shall also make any other changes that are necessary to explicitly address reclosing relays, but
shall not make general revisions to the standard, either in content or arrangement." Colorado Springs
Utilities position is reclosing relays are used as part of the system restoration process, and should not
be associated with the protection or reliability of the system. Reclosing relays should be grouped with
SCADA controls of breakers and manual controls of breakers, and should be tested with the same
frequency. Breaker reclosing is not used on many lines, and is disabled on many lines. Automatic
Breaker Reclosing is a system enhancement, not a system requirement.

